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Over the last two decades, the ANSI/

UL 1709 test standard has grown in 

importance across the worldwide 

petrochemical industry for the hydrocarbon 

fire protection of structural steel. The 

standard is currently considered the 

‘default’ standard in many parts of the 

world, particularly those that actively use 

guidance for the petrochemical industry 

published by the American Petroleum 

Institute (API).

However, legislation and guidance in 

many parts of the world impose additional 

requirements on the products that the 

current UL 1709 test method (or standard) 

doesn’t fully encompass. To ensure UL 

certification remains relevant to the 

industry, UL has undertaken a review 

of industry needs and developed a new 

certification program that includes a 

wider suite of characteristics for steelwork 

protection when used in petrochemical 

type installations. These characteristics will 

be integrated into a certification program 

as a new UL service provision. 

Mandatory Characteristics
The UL program for the Protection of 

Steelwork exposed to hydrocarbon fuel 

fires, such as those found in petrochemical 

installations, will be based upon the 

product complying with UL 1709 as a 

mandatory minimum. 

Scan with your mobile QR Code Reader for current and past 
issues of The Fire & Security Authority and to sign up for a 
free subscription to this and other UL newsletters. 
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Fire Exposure
As might be expected for the evaluation 

of products in installations, such as those 

processing hydrocarbon fuels, the test 

method uses a higher heat and energy 

exposure than a fire condition based on 

a ‘standard’ building fire, which uses a 

cellulosic fuel source as reflected in ANSI/

UL 263 (ASTM E119). Therefore, the new 

certification category will be based upon 

a mandatory requirement of satisfying UL 

1709, as a minimum. 

UL 1709 was developed specifically to evaluate 

products subjected to hydrocarbon fires, and 

is widely accepted as the means of evaluating 

steelwork protection in many international 

regions. To avoid adding a new requirement, 

UL 1709 will form the basis of UL’s new 

Hydrocarbon Fire certification program for 

steelwork protection.

Environmental exposure 
Petrochemical type installations are 

obviously built to exploit the presence of 

underground natural resources and/or 

to provide a strategically located onward 

transport facility for the refined products. 

Additionally, the industrial nature of 

the facilities can result in a corrosive 

atmosphere for the building infrastructure.

This can, and often does, mean that the 

facilities are placed in more challenging 

natural environments, such as those that 

suffer extreme heat and cold or are located 

at the edge of oceans. Products used for the 

buildings need to be stable when exposed 

to these environmental factors. This is 

especially important if the products are to 

provide a life safety function, such as fire 

protective materials.

The new hydrocarbon certification program 

will, therefore, also include evaluation of 

the protective coating against the long-

term effects of environmental exposure, 

often a critical factor in the performance of 

materials in petrochemical installations. 

The method is already a mandatory part of 

UL 1709, and will also be a requirement of 

UL’s new hydrocarbon certification program. 

In time, these environmental requirements 

will transition to include a requirement to 

comply with the development of UL 2431.

Optional, Additional 
Characteristics
In addition to the requirement for UL 

1709, the scheme will allow for optional 

characteristics to be included within the 

product’s claim of performance. These 

characteristics are aspects of protection 

that are often required of the product 

when included in installations, such as 

petrochemical facilities. Mandatory and 

optional characteristics, which have been 

evaluated for conformance, will all be 

included within the scope of the certification.

Jet Fire
Due to the pressurized nature of the 

hydrocarbon fuels within the pipes and 

vessels within the facility, fires can be 

of a very fierce nature, even above the 

temperatures and ferocity of those specified 

in UL 1709. For this reason, an International 

Standard, ISO 22899 - Determination of 

the resistance to jet fires of passive fire 

protection materials (Part 1: General 

requirements - First Edition) — has been 

developed to evaluate protective materials 

against the temperature and erosive 

nature of fire emanating from pressurized 

hydrocarbon carrying pipes and vessels. 

These fires, colloquially known as “jet-fires”, 

have become increasingly specified in the 

petrochemical industry and, after discussion 

with petrochemical industry stakeholders, 

UL believes there is much value in including 

this optional characteristic within this 

certification program.

continued on page 6
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With the rise of the Internet of Things, data 

security is paramount. Sensitive data storage 

and transmission is no longer limited to 

computers, routers, and servers, but today 

is ingrained in everything from a home 

thermostat to a mobile device. These devices, 

and countless others, constantly store and 

transmit vital information for consumers, 

businesses, and government agencies. As 

is evident in today’s headlines, information 

breaches can significantly affect a company’s 

brand value.

To secure sensitive information, a variety 

of security mechanisms can be used. The 

most common is cryptography — the 

ability to convert plaintext information into 

unrecognizable data to prevent interception 

of meaningful material. Most networked 

products today implement some form of 

cryptography to secure communications. How 

do you know if your crypto is up to snuff?

Discovering the answer is just what UL’s 

Cryptographic and Security Testing (CST) 

Laboratory is all about. Working with UL’s 

Cryptographic and Security Testing (CST) 

Laboratory reflects the increasing value of 

infrastructure that stores and transmits 

information in today’s environment. 

UL’s CST Laboratory is accredited to test 

products through the National Voluntary 

Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP), 

created jointly by the U.S. and Canadian 

governments. Today, UL is testing to Federal 

Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 

140-2, and is additionally accredited to 

test FIPS-approved algorithms according to 

their associated standards (e.g. FIPS 197 — 

Advanced Encryption Standard).

NVLAP accreditation provides UL the ability 

to perform cryptographic testing, and to 

submit test reports to the National Institute 

of Standards and Technology (NIST) and 

the Communication Security Establishment 

of Canada (CSEC). These federal agencies 

analyze test reports and issue a validation 

certificate if the cryptographic algorithms 

and modules meet compliance criteria 

designed around security of sensitive data. 

A validation certificate is required for any 

company seeking to have its products used 

by the U.S. and Canadian governments, 

and by any regulated industries that have 

adopted the FIPS standard and collect, store, 

transfer, share and/or disseminate sensitive, 

but unclassified, information.

Determining whether a product should be 

evaluated for cryptographic testing is fairly 

straightforward. If a product transmits, stores 

or otherwise uses encrypted data, passwords 

or cryptographic keys, and the product 

will be sold to the U.S. or Canadian federal 

governments, validation to FIPS 140-2 is a 

must. Products that are not intended for U.S. 

or Canadian government applications can still 

benefit from this evaluation service, and serve 

as a differentiator in the market. 

During the evaluation process, UL 

engineers work hand in hand with product 

manufacturers to conduct an extensive 

review and assessment to verify that a given 

cryptographic module or algorithm satisfies 

all the applicable security requirements 

detailed in FIPS 140-2 or the appropriate 

cryptographic algorithm standard. 

Additionally, UL’s engineers can also assist  

in determining the appropriate 

documentation, which can include product 

manuals, design specifications, and 

firmware/software source code.

With this cryptographic test capability, UL 

can further assist product manufacturers by 

conducting electrical, fire and shock safety, 

and/or performance evaluations in parallel 

with FIPS investigations to bring their 

products to market faster and with an added 

level of security.

For more information, please contact UL’s 

customer service team at 1.877.UL.HELPS  

ext. 41305 or email the UL Cryptographic  

and Security Testing Lab directly at  

CST-Lab@ul.com.

In Today’s World Of Growing Connected Devices,  
How Do You Know If Your Data Is Secure?

Thomas DaMario Jr / Senior Project Engineer

www.ul.com/fsa
1.877.UL.HELPS
mailto:CST-Lab%40ul.com?subject=A%20reply%20from%20UL%20FSA
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Understanding the Importance of Conformance with ULC Certified Fire Resistant Designs

More and more, Underwriters Laboratories of Canada (ULC) is finding that building designers who  
are submitting plans to approving authorities with fire resistant rated assemblies have presented these 
as being “based on the Design No. X###” instead of using the actual certified design when submitting 
the assemblies for approval. This is part 2 of the article. Part 1 appeared in 2014 FSA Issue 2.

A Design that is submitted as being “based 

on” is not the Design that is certified by 

ULC. Seeing this “Based on…” qualifier on 

a design should signify to an Approving 

Authority that it is not equivalent to the 

design that was evaluated by ULC. But how 

can an Authority know that a design is 

accurately reflecting what was tested and 

certified by ULC?

Changing a Component
If a designer wanted to use a different 

product than what is described in ULC’s 

fire rated design, the designer would 

be required to have the altered design 

evaluated by a recognized/accredited 

organization to ensure conformity with 

Canadian Code requirements. “Based on” 

cannot be accepted, as it has not been 

tested to conform; and close enough is 

not good enough when looking at fire 

and life safety. If a specific product for a 

component is required on a construction, 

anyone can check the ULC Online Directory 

to verify if there is a design that uses it so 

as to meet their needs. 

There are circumstances where variances 

to certified fire rated designs are allowed. 

These conditions are covered under ULC/

ORD-C263E, “Criteria for Use in Extension 

of Data from Fire Endurance Tests.” ULC/

ORD-263E uses criteria based on generally 

accepted principles involving the extension 

of test data using simple considerations, 

and requires supporting documentation 

from a structural engineer when presented 

to authorities for approval. 

ULC/ORD-C263E does not cover assemblies 

obtained by substitution of one proprietary 

material for another proprietary material 

or for materials for which no fire test 

data is available. The requirements for a 

proposed alternate solution would have to 

be applied to any such design changes for 

AHJ approval.

So, the difficult question in this  

situation becomes:

“Who holds the liability for an approval 

on a ‘based on...’ design that does 

not have any listing, certification or 

supporting documentation such as 

approval for alternate solutions, as our 

objective-based codes require?” 

Since 2000, the Supreme Court of Canada 

decision of Ingles v. Tutkaluk is the  

leading authority on the duty of care  

owed by municipalities that conduct 

building inspections, in which the court 

held that: “...municipalities owe a duty of 

care to all who it is reasonable to conclude 

might be injured by the negligent  

exercise of their inspection powers.”  

ULC can only recommend that authorities 

direct this and any other questions of 

this nature to their legal counsel or 

representatives.

When “Based on…” 
Doesn’t Meet the Mark

Frank Donati / Senior Regulatory Engineer Part 2 of 2
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Beam — Beam-W200x36, Minimum Size. 

1. Sand-Gravel Concrete — 2400±50 kg/m3. 

2. Fluted and Cellular Steel Floor Units — Welded to beam. 

3. Mastic and Intumescent Coating — (CAVNC).  

The use of Flame Control No. 50-44 requires proper ventilation during application and drying to minimize the possibility of an 

accumulation of flammable vapours. Such accumulation may be indicated by strong solvent odours. Applied in one coat to design 

thickness requirements. When fluted steel deck is used, the area between the steel deck and the beam top flange shall be filled. 

FLAME CONTROL COATINGS L L C

Design No. O600
November 14, 2002

Restrained Beam Rating - 1 h Unrestrained 
Beam Rating - 1 h
Load Restricted — Assembly evaluated in accordance 

with Working Stress Design methods, for use under  

Limit States Design methods; refer to information  

under Guide BXUVC.

In Summary
Key points regarding ULC certified fire 

resistance rated designs:

•  Designs are certified and 

documented as they were tested

•  Components required to assemble 

certified designs are detailed in the 

individual ULC certifications

•  Materials that are required for the 

design AND certified cannot be 

substituted by another component 

that is not explicitly indicated in  

the Design

•  The ULC online directory is the most 

current listing of any design. If a design 

has been updated or removed, checking 

online will provide you with the most 

current listing of that Design.

Always remember that construction of 

the fire resistance rated design must 

duplicate the illustrated design and the 

details included in the associated test 

in order to achieve the indicated fire 

resistance rating.

Resources to help
Use the following links to assist with 

finding and reviewing ULC certified fire 

resistance rated designs:

ULC Online Directory — 
http://database.ul.com/cgi-bin/ 
XYV/template/LISCANADA/1FRAME/
index.html

ULC Online Fire Resistance Directory —
http://database.ul.com/cgi-bin/XYV/
template/LISCANADA/1FRAME/ 
gothernbr.html

Publications can also be purchased at 

our online store — ULC Online Store — 

Fire Resistance Handbook, Standards, 

Publications: 
https://smp.gilmore.ca/unCmd?cmd=
UserLoginCmd&custId=871&userId= 

ccuser&password=ulcanada

For further details or questions, 

please contact the ULC Regulatory 

Services staff at 1.866.937.3852 

or call Frank Donati, ULC Senior 

Regulatory Representative, directly 

at 613.751.3404 or toll free at 

1.800.595.9844 (Press 1, then 4) 

or email Frank.Donati@ul.com 

or Pierre McDonald, ULC Senior 

Regulatory Representative, directly at 

780.419.3202 toll free 1.800.595.9844 

(Press 1, then 4) or email Pierre.

McDonald@ul.com.

www.ul.com/fsa
http://database.ul.com/cgi-bin/XYV/template/LISCANADA/1FRAME/showpage.html?name=BXUVC.GuideInfo&ccnshorttitle=Fire+Resistance+Ratings&objid=1075952497&cfgid=1073741824&version=versionless&parent_id=1075952496&sequence=1
http://database.ul.com/cgi-bin/XYV/template/LISCANADA/1FRAME/index.html
http://database.ul.com/cgi-bin/XYV/template/LISCANADA/1FRAME/index.html
http://database.ul.com/cgi-bin/XYV/template/LISCANADA/1FRAME/index.html
http://database.ul.com/cgi-bin/XYV/template/LISCANADA/1FRAME/gothernbr.html
http://database.ul.com/cgi-bin/XYV/template/LISCANADA/1FRAME/gothernbr.html
http://database.ul.com/cgi-bin/XYV/template/LISCANADA/1FRAME/gothernbr.html
https://smp.gilmore.ca/RunCmd?cmd=UserLoginCmd&custId=871&userId=ccuser&password=ulcanada
https://smp.gilmore.ca/RunCmd?cmd=UserLoginCmd&custId=871&userId=ccuser&password=ulcanada
https://smp.gilmore.ca/RunCmd?cmd=UserLoginCmd&custId=871&userId=ccuser&password=ulcanada
mailto:Frank.Donati%40ul.com?subject=A%20reply%20from%20UL%20FSA
mailto:Pierre.McDonald%40ul.com?subject=A%20reply%20from%20UL%20FSA
mailto:Pierre.McDonald%40ul.com?subject=A%20reply%20from%20UL%20FSA
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Multi Temperature Analysis
The hydrocarbon certification program 

will also include product design tables for 

alternate critical core design temperatures. 

This is achieved by conducting an evaluation 

of the test data called the Multi-Temperature 

Analysis (MTA). The purpose of this analysis is 

to identify the thickness of coating material 

necessary to keep a substrate below a specific 

temperature for a defined duration. This 

approach is in line with the philosophy and 

criteria of UL 263 and UL 1709, but does not 

restrict the limiting steel temperatures to 

1100°F/1300°F and 1000°F /1200°F for beams 

and columns, respectively.

The information relating to multi-temperatures 

is often used in performance-based fire 

protection applications where a specific fire 

protection solution will require a certain level 

of fire protection due to the different heat 

exposure generated from the anticipated  

fuel source. In order to accommodate this, 

alternate critical core temperature designs for 

the products have been developed at various 

temperatures ranging from 700°F to 1400°F, 

in increments of 50°F. The ability to have the 

data analyzed using the MTA method will be 

included as an option within the category. 

Fire Exposure
Products certified under this new program 

may also be exposed to additional fire 

exposure conditions. The standards for such 

elective fire exposures include BS 476: Part 

20: Annex D.

In some specifications, often for separating 

bulkheads and decks, the test method 

referenced in Annex D of BS 476 - Fire Tests 

on Building Materials and Structures — 

(Part 20: Method for Determination of the 

Fire Resistance of Elements of Construction 

is specified as the temperature exposure.) 

Therefore, the new certification program 

will include testing to this standard and for 

these types of constructions as an optional 

additional characteristic.

Environmental Durability
In addition to the mandatory minimum 

environmental evaluation, which is 

included as part of the UL 1709 evaluation, 

the scheme will allow for an additional 

evaluation via Norsok M-501, Revision 5 

test method. This evaluation method is 

increasingly used in the petrochemical 

industry to evaluate the protective 

properties of materials and UL has, 

accordingly, included this testing as an 

optional characteristic.

Final Certification
The end result will be a certification coverage 

which will address the mandatory minimum 

of UL 1709 and environmental exposure, 

but can also include other characteristics 

that the product may have been tested and 

evaluated against. The resulting scope of 

certification will be ‘listed’ on UL’s Online 

Certifications Database, viewable publically 

via www.ul.com. 

This will enable the products that have been 

certified to be compared side-by-side and 

their scope of performance to be judged on  

an even basis.

A UL Certification will also provide the 

end user with reassurance that the perfor-

mances attributes have been evaluated 

independently by UL, the leading 3rd party 

certification body, indicating the product 

is made under regularly inspected factory 

production controls.

Chris Miles is UL’s Business Manager for 

Europe & Latin America, and is also the Head 

of UL’s EU Notified Body for Construction 

Products. Email: chris.miles@ul.com 

New Certification Program (continued from page 2)

http://www.ul.com
mailto:chris.miles@ul.com
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Getting Started with Fire Rated Design?
UL offers a Web-based course that provides insight into 

defining fire rated designs and how they are tested to 

establish an hourly fire rating. The title of the course is 

“Achieving Code Compliance Using UL Fire Resistance 

Designs” (www.ul.com/fireresistancedesigns). The course 

reviews common code requirements defining the use of fire 

resistance building elements — walls, floors, roofs, etc. The 

course material specifically covers:

• Code compliance requirements

•  Review of testing covered under the code referenced standard, 

Standard for Fire Tests of Building Construction Materials  

•  Review of access options to confirm UL-evaluated fire  

rated designs

This course is intended for those specifying, installing and/or 

inspecting fire rated designs.

New: Training on Testing and 
Certification of Commercial 
Roofing Products
Learn how UL testing, certification and 

evaluation services can help mitigate costs 

and reduce damage to commercial roofing 

resulting from fire, wind and hail with our 

interactive 90-minute eLearning course. This 

course is highly relevant for representatives 

within the insurance community as well 

as manufacturers, architects, AHJs and 

code officials. Upon completion of this 

course you should be able to: identify major 

Codes sections pertaining to safety and 

performance requirements of commercial 

roofing; understand the relationship 

between the Codes, Standards and UL 

Certification offerings and explain (at a basic 

level) key testing methods and requirements 

for commercial roofing involving fire, wind, 

and impact performance.

For further details or to register for the 

course, please go to www.ul.com/elearning, 

click on Building Materials, then Testing 

and Certification of Commercial Roofing 

Products, or use the URL http://lms.

ulknowledgeservices.com/catalog/display.

resource.aspx?resourceid=500059.

Easy-to-Use UL eLearning Courses
Visit www.ul.com/elearning for industry specific course offerings for Building & Life Safety Technologies. Just click on Building Materials, Life 

Safety & Security, Fire Safety, or Code Officials — then select from the list of available courses. Many offer continuing education credits.

www.ul.com/fsa
http://www.ul.com/fireresistancedesigns
http://lms.ulknowledgeservices.com/Catalog/Display.Resource.aspx?PV=Y&Resourceid=500059
http://lms.ulknowledgeservices.com/Catalog/Display.Resource.aspx?PV=Y&Resourceid=500059
http://lms.ulknowledgeservices.com/Catalog/Display.Resource.aspx?PV=Y&Resourceid=500059
http://www.ul.com/elearning
http://lms.ulknowledgeservices.com/catalog/display.resource.aspx?resourceid=500059.
http://lms.ulknowledgeservices.com/catalog/display.resource.aspx?resourceid=500059.
http://lms.ulknowledgeservices.com/catalog/display.resource.aspx?resourceid=500059.
http://www.ul.com/elearning
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Join our new discussion group at linkedin.com — search for ‘UL Codes’
Join the Group!

UL TeAMS UP 
what’s hot

PRI Construction Materials Technologies, manufacturers of asphalt shingles, built-up roofing, 

modified bitumen roofing, single-ply roofing, spray foam roofing, liquid-applied roofing, roof 

underlayments and roof cements/coatings/adhesives can now leverage the testing expertise 

and brand recognition of UL and PRI together. With this new agreement, PRI participates in 

UL’s “Data Acceptance Program,” enabling the acceptance of data generated at PRI towards UL 

product certification. Now, products tested at PRI may be eligible to bear the trusted UL Mark. 

PRI is an independent, accredited testing laboratory recognized for its expertise in roof 

product testing for physical properties and wind resistance. Together, the UL/PRI agreement 

offers the preferred one-stop shop for the roofing industry.

For additional information or questions contact Anish Chacko at anish.chacko@ul.com or at 

+1.847.664.2739.

http://www.ul.com/codeauthorities
mailto:ULRegulatoryServices%40ul.com?subject=
mailto:Darlene.Knauss%40ul.com?subject=
mailto:Jane.L.Coen@ul.com
linkedin.com
mailto:anish.chacko@ul.com

